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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. The amendments, filed on 07/29/09, have been entered and made of record.

Claims 7-8, 17-18 and 31-36 are canceled. Claims 37-42 are added. Claims 1-6, 9-16,

19-30 and 37-42 are pending.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments filed 07/29/09 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Regarding independent claims 1, 11 and 21, the Applicant's representative

argues that "Maynard's RFID tag identifies only one asset, and therefore fails to disclose

or suggest multiple possible matches. In addition, Maynard's second data storage area

is not narrowed based on the RFID identification in the first data storage area of the

RFID tag. Accordingly, the asserted combination of He and Maynard fails to disclose or

suggest "identifying a second object in the image using a library of potential matches

narrowed based matches narrowed based upon the first identifier of the first object, the

second object being identified by a second identifier that is different from the first

identifier."

The Examiner respectfully disagrees. Maynard teaches a second storage area

within the RFID for storing a second set of data describing an asset and components

within said asset and including at least a model number data, serial number data, and
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date of manufacture data (Fig. 3; see tag data and asset data; abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-

60). Therefore, the asset includes a model number data, serial number data, and date

of manufacture data representing a library of potential matches. Maynard's second data

storage area is believed to be more narrowed based on the RFID identification in the

first data storage area of the RFID tag because the second storage area store data that

describe the data more specifically (Fig. 3; see tag data and asset data; abstract; Col. 4,

Ln. 42-60: model number data, serial number data, and date of manufacture data).

Accordingly, the combination of He and Maynard do read on the claims limitations.

In addition, with respect to dependent Claims 37, 39 and 41 ,
Applicant notes that

Maynard's RFID tag identifies both the tag, and an asset to which the tag is associated

and/or attached. Accordingly, He and Maynard both fail to disclose or suggest that "the

first object does not identify the second object."

The Examiner respectfully disagrees. As presented by the Applicant, He further

suggests to "capture an image of an object and captures an ID (identification) from an

RFID tag, and consult a database to determine whether the object and the ID match. If

they do match, then the ID identifies the object in the captured image. If they don't

match, then the ID identifies a different object than the (mystery) object in the captured

image, and the object in the captured image remains un-identified. Thus He either

identifies the object in the captured image or identifies a different object not shown in

the captured image (see Applicant's remark pages 9; He's Abstract, He's: [0049-

0062])". Thus He reference encompass the limitations because the mystery object
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image and the wrong RFID tag code can not be used to identify the second object from

the first object.

In addition, with respect to dependent Claims 38, 40 and 42, Applicant notes that

both Maynard and He fail to disclose or suggest identifying the second object using

image recognition, as variously encompassed by the present claims. In particular, both

He and Maynard fail to disclose or suggest "wherein the library of potential matches

comprises visual image models and the identifying the second object comprises

comparing the visual image models with the captured image to identify the second

object.

The Examiner respectfully disagrees. As presented by the Applicant, He further

suggests to "either identifies the object in the captured image or identifies a different

object not shown in the captured image (see Applicant's remark pages 9; He's Abstract,

He's: [0049-0062])". He also suggest various verifications processing by comparing

captured image with stored image data including each side, view face, front and/or back

and by the face determination module and extract data module in order to determine a

potential match ([0050-0060]). Thus He does in fact read on claims 38, 40 and 42.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
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invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1-6, 9-16, 19-30 and 37-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over He (US-2004/0,1 18,916) in view of Maynard (US-5949335).

With regarding claim 1, He discloses a method comprising:

requesting identification of a first object in association with a capture of an image

(Fig. 2; RFID block; abstract; [0010-0011; 0027-0029; 0032-0033);

receiving a first identifier, responsive to the requesting operation, the first

identifier identifying the first object in the image ([0029-0033]).

However, He fails to explicitly disclose identifying a second object in the image

using a library of potential matches narrowed based upon the first identifier of the first

object, the second object being identified by a second identifier that is different from the

first identifier.

In the same field of endeavor, Maynard teaches an RFID tagging system

wherein the RFID includes a first storage area for storing a first set of data uniquely

identifying the transponder tag and including at least one of manufacturing site code

data and serial number data. Maynard further teaches a second storage area within the

RFID for storing a second set of data describing an asset and components within said

asset and including at least a model number data, serial number data, and date of

manufacture data (Fig. 3; see tag data and asset data; abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60). In

light of the teaching from Maynard, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to modify the device of He to include a
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second storage area within the RFID in order to store second object information

describing an asset and component within said asset. The modifications thus allow the

device to retrieve further detailed information based upon the data uniquely identifying

the transponder tag.

With regarding claim 2, He discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the first

object is an active object, and the identifier of the active object is received from the

active object (abstract; [0029-0033]: object inherently active in order for the RFID block

to activate the object for receiving RFID signals).

With regarding claim 3, He discloses the method of claim 1 wherein at least one

of the objects is a delegate object, and wherein the identifier of the delegate object is

received from another object (He: abstract; [0005-0007]; Maynard: Fig. 3: see tag data

and asset data
;
[abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]).

With regarding claim 4, He discloses the method of claim 1 further comprising:

capturing the image, wherein an image capture device performs the requesting,

receiving, and capturing operations (Figs. 2-3; imaging 14; abstract; [0012; 0025; 0039;

0044]).

With regarding claim 5, He discloses the method of claim 1 further comprising:

associating the identifier with the image ([0005-0008; 0020-0024]).
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With regarding claim 6, He discloses the method of claim 1 further comprising:

extracting a model associated with the identifier from a model library (Fig. 6; extract

data module 616 and/or comparator module 608; abstract; [0056-0058]; Maynard:

[abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]).

With regarding claim 9, He discloses the method of claim 1 further comprising:

identifying a sub-portion of a model library based on the identifier ([0051-0057]);

and

evaluating the image using a plurality of models in the sub-portion of the model

library to identify objects in the image ([0012-0013; 0051-0057; 0060-0063]; Maynard:

[abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 4-60]).

With regarding claim 10, He discloses the method of claim 1 further comprising:

associatively storing with the image one or more parameters relating to the object

identified in the image ([0005-0008; 0020-0024]; Maynard: [abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-

60]).

With regarding claim 11, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 1 . Therefore, claim 1 1 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 1

.

With regarding claim 12, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 2. Therefore, claim 12 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 2.
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With regarding claim 13, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 3. Therefore, claim 13 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 3.

With regarding claim 14, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 4. Therefore, claim 14 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 4.

With regarding claim 15, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 5. Therefore, claim 15 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 5.

With regarding claim 16, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 6. Therefore, claim 16 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 6.

With regarding claim 19, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 9. Therefore, claim 19 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 9.

With regarding claim 20, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 10. Therefore, claim 20 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 10.

With regarding claim 21, He discloses a system comprising:

a processor (Fig. 3; CPU 302 and/or micro controller 304);

a memory coupled to the processor ([0039]);
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a signaling module (Fig. 2; RFID block) coupled to a digital capture device

(imaging engine 14) requesting identification a first object in association with a capture

of an image (abstract; [0010-0011; 0027-0029; 0032-0033]); the signaling module

further receiving an identifier identifying the first object in the image, responsive to

requesting identification ([0029-0033]).

However, He fails to explicitly disclose an identifying module configured to

identify a second object in the image using a library of potential matches narrowed

based upon an identity of the first object, the second object being identified by a

second identifier that is different from the first identifier.

In the same field of endeavor, Maynard teaches an RFID tagging system wherein

the RFID includes a first storage area for storing a first set of data uniquely identifying

the transponder tag and including at least one of manufacturing site code data and

serial number data. Maynard further teaches a second storage area within the RFID for

storing a second set of data describing an asset and components within said asset and

including at least a model number data, serial number data, and date of manufacture

data (Fig. 3; see tag data and asset data; abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60) . In light of the

teaching from Maynard, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to modify the device of He to include a second

storage area within the RFID in order to store second object information describing an

asset and component within said asset. The modifications thus allow the device to

retrieve further detailed information based upon the data uniquely identifying the

transponder tag.
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With regarding claim 22, He discloses the system of claim 21 wherein at least

one of the objects is an active object, and the identifier of the active object is received

from the active object (abstract; [0029-0033]: object inherently active in order for the

RFID block to activate the object for receiving RFID signals; Maynard: [abstract; Col.

4, Ln. 42-60]).

With regarding claim 23, He discloses the system of claim 21 wherein at least

one of the objects is a delegate object, and wherein the identifier of the delegate object

is received from another object (abstract; [0005-0007]; Maynard: Fig. 3: see tag data

and asset data
;
[abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]).

With regarding claim 24, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

an image capture module capturing the image (Figs. 2-3; imaging 14).

With regarding claim 25, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

a registration module associating the identifier with the image ([0005-0008; 0020-

0024]).

With regarding claim 26, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

a model extractor extracting a model associated with the identifier from a model library
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(Fig. 6; extract data module 616 and/or comparator module 608; abstract; [0056-0058];

Maynard: [abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 1-41).

With regarding claim 27, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

a model extractor extracting a model associated with the identifier from a model library

(Fig. 6; extract data module 616 and/or comparator module 608; abstract; [0056-0058];

Maynard: [abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]); and

an object matching module evaluating the image using the model to determine

whether the object is in the image (face detection module 612 and/or comparator

module 608; abstract; [0056-0058]).

With regarding claim 28, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

a model extractor identifying a sub-portion of a model library based on the identifier

([0057]; Maynard: [abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]).

With regarding claim 29, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

a model extractor identifying a sub-portion of a model library based on the

identifier ([0051-0057]; Maynard: [abstract; Col. 4, Ln. 42-60]); and

an object matching module evaluating the image using a plurality of models in

the sub-portion of the model library to identify objects in the image ([0012-0013; 0051-

0057; 0060-0063]).
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With regarding claim 30, He discloses the system of claim 21 further comprising:

an image storage module associatively storing with the image one or more parameters

relating to the object identified in the image ([0005-0008; 0020-0024]).

With regarding claim 37, He discloses the method of Claim 1, wherein the first

object does not identify the second object ([0049-0062]): He references encompass the

limitations because the mystery object image and the wrong RFID tag code can not be

used to identify the second object from the first object).

With regarding claim 38, He discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the library

of potential matches comprises visual image models, and the identifying the second

object comprises comparing the visual image models with the captured image to identify

the second object (He also suggest various verifications processing by comparing

captured image with stored image data including each side, view face, front and/or back

and by the face determination module and extract data module in order to determine a

potential match; He: abstract; [0050-0060]).

With regarding claim 39, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 37. Therefore, claim 39 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 37.

With regarding claim 40, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 38. Therefore, claim 40 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 38.
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With regarding claim 41, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 37. Therefore, claim 41 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 37.

With regarding claim 42, the claim contains the same limitations as claimed in

claim 38. Therefore, claim 42 is analyzed and rejected as discussed under claim 38.

Conclusion

5. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 .136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.
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6. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to HUNG H. LAM whose telephone number is (571)272-

7367. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 8AM - 5PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, SINH TRAN can be reached on 571-272-7564. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

HL
11/08/09

/Sinh Irani

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2622


